
Massage Therapist/Osteopath Position 

Are you a passionate, driven therapist with a brilliant attitude 
and fantastic communication skills, who wants to be apart of an 
experienced team with proven systems to help you get superior 

clinical results and reach your goals?  

If you’ve got a passion for making a difference in your patients 
lives, you’re a skilled therapist, excellent communication skills 

and you’re a lightening fast learner, you might just be the 
person we’re looking for!  

Application Instructions  
Go here to learn more and apply:  

WWW.FULLPOTENTIALCHIRO.COM/MASSAGE-THERAPY-RECRUITMENT/  

We are a group of super successful Chiropractic clinics in and 
around Calgary.   

You’ll be part of a company that has one main goal: Helping 
practitioners get extraordinary clinical results and have massive 
success in practice, so you and your patients can get more of what 
they want out of life.  

Don’t take our word for it, check out what our delighted patients say 
in over 300 five-star Google Reviews: 

https://g.page/ChiropractorCalgaryAB/review?gm 

We’ve got an extremely exciting opportunity for a Massage 
Therapist/Osteopath to join our 32 strong, (and growing) team of 
champions.  

Please ONLY apply to this position if YOU are an A Player wishing to 
excel daily in a high energy team.  
  



About you: 
 You are a reliable, smart, fast and confident therapist who has a 

deep passionate desire to make a difference in your community.  
 You are a fun, outgoing personality who has great 

communication skills and can connect with people and make 
them feel comfortable.  

 You are extremely accountable for your outcomes, and you 
demand excellence of yourself and thrive on feedback.  

 You are energetic, results-focused and drive yourself to get the 
best results.  

 You thrive on personal development and know the value of great 
mentoring and support from experienced chiropractors as you 
grow yourself into the Expert Therapist you have always wanted 
to be!  

 You are a lightning-fast learner.  
 You absolutely want to grow!  

This role reports to Dr. DJ LeDrew, while also working closely with 
other key members of the team.  
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Duties and Responsibilities:  

Thinking this role was tailor-made for you? The right applicant will be 
able to:  

 Provide outstanding patient care.  
 Follow clinical systems and processes as mentored by 

Experienced Chiropractors to carry out assessments and 
treatment programs for our patient to ensure that every patient 
achieves their goals within the target timelines.   

 You will perform new patients’ consultations, exams, treatment 
plans, massage treatments, education, exercise prescription and 
evaluations with the aim of getting excellent results, retention and 
growth. 

 Bring positive energy and passion to the team culture each day 
and demonstrate growth mindset and initiative to ensure that 
they support other team members so that daily tasks are 
completed with a healthy dose of fun and laughter.  



 Communicate with clarity, empathy, honesty and respect always 
when interacting with patients, their families and other team 
members.   

 Accept feedback on their performance and is constantly seeking 
for feedback to improve their clinical and leadership skills.   

 Demonstrate accountability by providing updates on their 
progression with clinical and leadership learning tasks, enjoys 
participating and contributing to Team meetings and individual 
mentoring sessions.   
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Who we are: 

Dr. DJ LeDrew is a practice clinical and growth machine!  

After starting his first chiropractic practice at age 27, he went on to 
successfully build and grow multiple practices. He has a passion and 
knowledge to help other dynamic chiropractors create their own 
success in practice, with more control, freedom and profit.  

Fast forward a few years and Dr. DJ’s team now help over 1000 
patients per week with exceptional quality of patient care, while 
helping chiropractors achieve their ultimate practice and lifestyle 
with clinical excellence and transforming the way they attract, 
convert and retain patients as well as the way that they manage 
and lead outstanding teams.  

With over 16 years experience as a practice owner, clinician, coach 
and practice growth expert, Dr. DJ has helped his team of  

chiropractors grow and profit through his endless drive, enthusiasm, 
experience and passion for chiropractic business.  
  



Here’s what you’ll get when you join Dr. DJ’s Team:  

 Over $15,000 in Annual Clinical & Practice Management Training – 
We are obsessed with personal and professional development. We offer 
Dr. DJ’s full coaching program that has been used exclusively for his 
private coaching clients.  

 Full Training and Support – Every new team member will go through 
our signature 6 week to success training program to make sure you are 
fully confident in your role. You will have opportunity to enhance your 
personal and professional development with 1-on-1 coaching with the 
best in the business. We also run a peak performance environment with 
daily, weekly and quarterly support to make sure you reach your goals.  

 You’ll also see “behind the scenes” of how we grew our practice from 
scratch to one of the biggest practices in Canada.  

 Travel with our team to seminars - Join us when we travel to seminars 
and conferences. You’ll be staying in luxury and dining at the best 
restaurants with our amazing team.  

 Generous Compensation – We want Canada’s best talent and reward 
as such.   

 Young and vibrant team – Learn and thrive with some of the country’s 
most switched-on chiropractors and practice experts.  Plus, you’ll be 
working for the Boss Dr. D.J. LeDrew himself (did you know he started 
his business from scratch and the exact systems he created have now 
been used to add 5 booming practices to his team.  

 Rock Star Administrative Team – Our front-end team have been 
trained to help you succeed, so you can focus on what you do 
best…helping patients get well. 

 Amazing growth and long-term career growth – You’ll get to work in a 
fast-growing chiropractic company, where there are loads of growth 
opportunities.  

 Awesome Patients – We are so fortunate to get to work with great 
people, who want to be there and are grateful for the service we 
provide. With our proven marketing and growth systems, we attract the 
kind of people you want to work with.  

 The Culture – Forget traditional clinical culture. We left that behind 
years ago for a reason and have created something entirely different!! 
On Dr. DJ’s team, we are all family and are here to support you 
however we can!  

  



If you want to step into a role with a great practice opportunity and 
have go-getter attitude, this just might be the role for you!! 
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